Abstract: Nowadays, the majority of data sources in the current web are stored in Relational Data Bases (RDB), the semantic web main idea is to solve the problem of sharing and reusing information between applications and companies in different common areas, based on data stored in RDBs. This article present a complete automatic approach that generate Ontology from a giving relational database based on a set of rules that extract semantics from RDB and transform it to OWL file. Our approach treat most complicated relationship types and constraints like simple and multiple inheritance, transitive chain, disjoint, completeness constraint and N-ary relations. From other side, our solution deals also with mapping data at the same time, think that make this solution more powerful, complete and effective. Our approach composed of four processing stages, analysis, extraction, mapping and finally a verification step before generating the OWL file.
Introduction
With the increasing use of semantic web, many researches are interested more and more about solving important problems in this area like interoperability, data integration and information's exchange between different systems, due to the relational data base's (RDB) limitation that ignore semantics level in stored data. Therefore, most of them try to find solutions and methods that transform automatically RDBs to Ontologies for semantic web use.
The semantic web was offering the possibility to resolve such complicate problems related with interoperability, data mapping and schema structure to provide a better machine assistance for human users, by making the information process able and understandable by machines, using the concept of dynamic data, called ontologies.
There have been several definitions of what an ontology is, and we chose the one proposed by Tom Gruber that defined ontology as "a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization that refers to an abstract model of some phenomenon in the world that identifies the relevant concepts of that phenomenon". In the context of database systems, ontology could be defined as a process of data abstraction and schema models that are similar to relational, conceptual and hierarchical models, which is supposed to model individuals' knowledge, attributes and relationships. Ontologies are particularly specified in languages that make possible the abstraction of data structures and allow strategies implementation. Semantic Web is then expected to provide languages that can both express data and rules for reasoning about the data, and also to export rules from any existing knowledge-representation system into the web. All The existing approaches for mapping RDBs to ontology use the schema mapping to transform the components of the conceptual data model or the physical model into ontology's concepts and relations.
In this work, we propose a complete, automatic and enhanced transformation rules that map a RDB's schema and data to Ontology Web Language file. This approach manages schema mapping and data analysis techniques to detect inheritance, disjoint, completeness and N-ary relationship and other standard types of relationships.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discuses related works and ontology approaches that cover this mapping. Section 3 describes the proposed mapping rules. Implementation and evaluation are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper, and discusses the perspectives of this work.
Related Works
We can found several approaches that deal with RDB to OWL mapping, e.g. [1] - [6] but most of them contain simple and limited cases, rules, and doesn't cover most complex relations and constraints like disjoint, Completeness constraint and N-ary. Various works are limited on the schema level without taking in consideration the Data that should be mapped too, they didn't also provide a real implementation or prototype that improve their methods. In the below table we will explain the idea behind each approach with our remarks.
From the above table, we discuss most recent methods and solution that deal with this type of mapping, and we conclude that most of them have at least one of the following defects: In short, the novelty of our approach consist in the capacity to map automatically the Schema and Data at the same time from an input RDB using optimized and advanced algorithms to detect and map complex relationships between tables like completeness, multiple inheritance and N-ary,…etc, think that was not treated in most existing works above.
Overview
In this section, we present the approach's logic and transformation flux with different functionalities we offered to the user. Fig. 1 explain the processing stages one by one before generating the OWL file: Analysis stage consists to make a classification of entities type, and discover the concepts, attributes, relationships and axioms, this step provides the necessary information related to the concerned RDB Extraction stage consists to make an extraction to the domains semantic by analyzing database schema and data instance, this process will identify and detect different type of entity tables (normal entity, weak entity, subtype entity, and super type entity, etc.), and also the binary relationship between tables like (many-to-many, one-to-many, and one-to-one etc.).
Mapping (generation) stage consists to execute the necessary transformation rules, depends on each cases exist at our data base level before generate the OWL file, and prepare it to for validation steps.
Validation stage consists to verify the generated OWL file and execute testing queries between the generated ontology and database using SQL and SPARQL languages, then compare the obtained results.
Definition

Relational Database
A relational database schema (R), is a finite collection of relations (Rel). A relation consists of the name of the relation, attributes (columns) and constraints (Integrity constraints, unique constraint, not null constraint …) which restrict the data instances that can be stored in the database. In this article we present the relational database as below:
Rel(r) : existing relation in R Attr(A): function returns that A is an attribute in T PK(T) : function returns that A is a single or composite primary key of the table T. FK(T)
: function returns that A is a single or composite foreign key of the table T.
Ontology
Ontologies (Onto) used in this paper are expressed by OWL DL. For notation, we use (C) to represent a class, and (P) to represent a property. Further, DP denotes a datatype property and OP denotes an object property. dom(P) gets the domain(s) of P, and Rang(P) gets its range(s). We define our ontology as follows:
Types of Entity Tables
We should classify different types of entity tables (normal entity, weak entity, subtype entity, and super type entity, etc.) and various relationship tables including binary relationships (many-to-many, one-to-many, and one-to-one) tables and n-ary relationship tables.
A particular table type can be detected by analysing its primary key, foreign key(s), and sometimes the instance data, as we have below:  Normal entity: it's a relation that has only one Primary Key and no foreign key.
 Strong entity: Tables that contains only simple attributes without foreign keys, AND Tables that their primary key is also a foreign key referencing unique table  Weak entity: it's a relation that has exactly one primary key and one foreign key, and the foreign key is a subset of the primary key.
 Many-to-many: it has exactly two foreign keys and one primary key, and the primary key is the composite of the two foreign keys.
 N-ary relationship: Means that we link an individual to more than a single individual or value to it, and has at last three foreign keys and one primary key, the primary key is the composite of the three foreign keys.
 Subtype entity: A subgrouping entities in an entity type that has attributes distinct from those in other subgroupings (new type that is similar but not identical to an already defined type).
 Super type entity: A generic entity type that has a relationship with one or more subtypes <owl:Class rdf:ID="OrderItem"/> <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="OrderItemHAsOrder"> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#OrderItem" /> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Order" /> </owl:ObjectProperty> <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:ID="Ordered Items"> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Order" /> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#OrderItem"/> <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#OrderItemHasOrder" /> </owl:InverseFunctionalProperty>
Data properties
Rule 4: Any attributes in R that are not PK (T) nor FK (T) and that cannot be transformed to an OP (object property), should be transformed to a Data type property in our ontology.
Example: Professor (Prof_Id, Prof_Name, Prof_email, Address) <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#Prof_Name "> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Professor"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/> </owl:DatatypeProperty> <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#Prof_email"> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Professor"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/> </owl:DatatypeProperty> <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="# address"> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Professor"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/> </owl:DatatypeProperty>
Mapping constraints
In relational database (R), we have several types of constraints such as Not Null, Unique, both (Not Null & Unique), for that we suggest the below treatment for each type:
Primary key
Rule 5: Every Primary Key exist on table (T), should be mapped as "InverseFunctionalProperty" with a "minCardinality" that should be set to 1 on the OWL property.
<owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:ID= "PK_attribute"/> <owl:classrdf:ID = "Table_name"> <rdfs:subClassOf> <owl:restriction> <owl:OnPropertyrdf:resource = "#PK_attribute"/> <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype ="&xsd: nonNegativeInteger"/> 1 </owl:minCardinality> </owl:restriction> </rdfs:subClassOf> </owl:class> 
Foreign key
Unique and not null
Rule 9: If we have any attribute with Unique and Not Null constraints, we propose to make a combination of the above two cases and set the maximal and minimal cardinality to 1.
Example: Class (ClassID, Name (UNIQUE, NOT NULL)) <owl : Restriction > <owl :onProperty rdf:resource="#Name"/> <owl:minCardinality> 1</owl:minCardinality> <owl:maxCardinality> 1</owl:maxCardinality> </owl : Restriction >
Mapping data
Most existing approaches map schema only, and ignore data, which is very important to improve the correctness of the generated ontology.
In our approach we propose to convert database records to an equivalent individual with the same class type, and that will contain the values of each row in the current record, below an example that illustrate our logic: 
Mapping disjoint relation
N-ary relation is a complex type of relation in which we link an individual to more than a single individual or value. Researchers confirm that the N-ary relation is a difficult case that can be represented on Ontologies, due to his structure that links only binary relations between classes. This binary relations can be represented through object properties. Contrariwise, N-ary relation cannot be presented in the same way.
In order to handle this case, W3C propose two different solutions to deal with this N-ary relation, the first one consist to create an individual that present the relation itself with links to the instance then to the participating tables, thus, human intervention will be necessary to choose the subject of the relation (cannot be managed automatically), For that, the second solution proposed in Fig. 2 is most adaptable and match our automatic approach. This solution consist to create an individual to represent the relation instance with links to all participants tables, that means our algorithm will detect the bridge table that links the participating tables in the N-ary relation and transform it to a Bridge class in OWL with restrictions (allValuesFrom or someValuesFrom) depend on the participation level of the concerned tables. The example presented in Fig. 3 will explain our algorithm and the mapping process too: 
Algorithms
In this section, we present our algorithms that deal with each rules mentioned above. The main procedure start with converting tables, constraints, standard and specific relations and also the Data we have in the RDB. 
Mapping Algorithm for Tables
Referring to the Rule 1, the algorithm will convert every normal relation to an owl class, as you can see below:
Procedure MappingTable(T) Input: Schema (S), Table ( 
Mapping Algorithm for Constraints
In the below algorithm we will respect all Rules 3, 4, 5, 6 , 7 and 8 related to different types of constraints as Primary Key, Foreign Key, Not Null and Unique that we see below :
Procedure MappingConstraints(S) Input Schema (S), Table T, Referenced Table ( 
Mapping Algorithm for Transitive Chain
Transitive chain relations is identified using Primary and foreign keys between three tables that have no direct relation as described in paragraph (Mapping transitive chain relation), below is the proposed algorithm:
Procedure Transitive (T, Tx)
Input Table T1 
Mapping Algorithm for Completeness Constraints
The below algorithm explain our optimized solution to map completeness constraint using MAP collection function, in order to retrieve in the first step all primary and foreign keys, then we applied the necessary checks and controls before extracting relationships between tables: 
Mapping Algorithm for Data
In this part, we present the algorithm we use to map Data stored in the relational database, the full details are discussed above in chapter "Mapping Data".
Procedure MapData(S) Input : Schema (S) Tables = GetAllTablesInSchema(S) For each Table in Tables loop  Results= getAllcolumnsFromTable 
Mapping Languages Comparison
Implementation
To demonstrate the validity of our approach, we developed a prototype called "AdvancedOnto" that contain above algorithms. The tool was implemented using Java language and JDBC connection to the database, and can execute iterator's scripts to navigate the schema (Fig. 5 ) and represent data stored in concerned RDB (Fig. 6) . The results we have achieved and presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 shows performance and scalability of our mapping algorithms that deal with schema and data at the same time. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed an approach based on enhanced and complex set of transformation rules to generate OWL file from relational databases, our approach is completely automatic and optimized solution comparing with all others existing solutions. We are focused on this article to deal with complicate relations between tables like completeness constraint, multiple inheritance, disjoint and N-ary relation...etc. We also handle the mapping of data, this part that was ignored in many existing approaches. Our next goal will be focused on the triggers side to finish a framework that will allow full mapping of database to ontology, we also think about validation phases that aims to create a reverse process with a mediator in order to validate the obtained ontology with original RDB using SQL and SPARQL queries to compare the results.
